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QUESTION 1

Which one of the following is an implicit data type conversion? 

A. date -> char 

B. char -> date 

C. varchar -> char 

D. char -> timestamp 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements about checkpoint/restart is TRUE? 

A. The parallel framework does not support checkpoints inside jobs 

B. You must set the environment variable $APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION to TRUE 

C. To perform checkpoint inside a parallel job, select the checkpoint option in each stage 

D. If the checkpoint/restart is turned on for a sequence job, all components of this sequence job must perform
checkpoint recording 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Given this configuration file: Which of the following describes the resulting behavior for a job consisting of Row
Generator -> data set? 
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A. Conductor, section leader and player processes are executed on the server is1 and is2. 

B. Conductor process is executed on the server is1. Section leader and Player processes are executed on the server
is2. 

C. Conductor and section leader processes are executed on the server is1. Player processes are executed on the
server is2. 

D. Conductor process and player processes are executed on the server is1. Section leader process is executed on the
server is2. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD) stage statement is TRUE? 

A. Surrogate keys are used to join a dimension table to a fact table in a normalized schema database 
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B. Each SCD stage processes multiple dimensions and performs lookups by using an equality matching 

C. Purpose codes are part of the table metadata that the SCD stage propagates to the dimension insert link. 

D. Actual dimensions changes are applied to the lookup table in memory and are mirrored to the dimension update link 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In order to use Cognos TM1 Connector, which statement is TRUE? 

A. Installing the Cognos TM1 API component alone is sufficient. 

B. Import the IBM Cognos TM1 certificate and create a property file that stores truststore password 

C. Install the Cognos TM1 API component and create a property file that stores truststore password 

D. Install the Cognos TM1 API component and import the IBM Cognos TM1 certificate and create a property file that
stores truststore password 

Correct Answer: D 
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